**Klucel® hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC)** provides premier performance as a tablet binder. Klucel exhibits a unique combination of thermoplasticity with organic solvent or aqueous solubility, allowing tough tablet preparation using many different formulation techniques.

**Unmatched tablet hardness and friability** are found with low viscosity grades of Klucel, at typical use levels of 2 to 8%, in a wide variety of processing options—

- **Wet Granulation (high or low shear or fluid bed):** Grades EF and LF with regular particle size are often used in granulating solutions. Alternately, grade EXF or EXAF, with fine particle size, can be added dry to other ingredients, followed by granulation with water or solvent.

- **Direct Compression or Dry Granulation (roller compaction or slugging):** Grade EXF or EXAF with fine particle size are most recommended.

Beyond unmatched tablet hardness and friability, benefits of tableting with Klucel include:

- Lower compression and ejection forces; and
- Reduction or elimination of tablet capping.

**Thermoplastic Properties**

The benefits of Klucel as a tough tablet binder are well known. In pure tablet compacts, the high energy absorption and ductility of Klucel is shown in Figure 1 versus other binders and fillers. (References A and B.)

![Figure 1: Pure Compacts Under Compression](image)
**High Tablet Hardness and Low Friability**

The thermoplasticity of Klucel allows production of tough tablets. Figures 2 through 5 demonstrate the binder performance of Klucel in comparison studies utilizing low shear and fluid bed granulation of tablets formulated with 83.3% poorly-compressible acetaminophen. These high dose studies show Klucel can be used at lower use levels to yield superior tablets, compared to tablets with higher binders levels of HPMC, MC, PVP and pre-gelatinized starch. High-dose acetaminophen formulations using lower levels of these poorer binders were simply poor, due to capping. Aqualon has found similar comparative results with other drug compounds. (References C, D, E, and F.)
Lower Compression and Ejection Forces

Figure 6 demonstrates the lower ejection forces for HPC relative to PVP, measured at the tablet press. (Reference B.)

Selected references on tablet binding are available from this website by selecting on the direct link below or choosing the Literature link shown on the left or by contacting your regional Aqualon sales representative or office.
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